The Riera approach is the most commonly used method for modelling the global effects of a deformable missile on a rigid engineering structure. The Riera approach assumes the normal impact of a rigid perfectly plastic missile that only crushes at the cross-section adjacent to the target. It also neglects the effects of target deformation. Our research focuses on analysing the limits of the applicability of the Riera model by comparing its results to that of a finite element (FE) model. Different initial parameters of impact, missile and target are considered over a wide range of values.
Introduction

Riera model
If the target structure is rigid enough then the effects of its deformations on the reaction force during an aircraft impact can be neglected and the impact can be modelled as a time dependent loading function acting on the target. This means that in order to analysis the effects of an impact on a structure firstly the impact force has to be determined and secondly it has to be applied on the target structure. According to Riera [1] the loading function obtained this way depends only on the initial parameters of the aircraft. Assumptions of the Riera-approach ( fig. 1 ):
-the target is perfectly rigid (target velocity v t =0); -the impact is in normal direction;
-material of the aircraft is rigid-perfectly plastic (no elastic deformations or shockwaves occur); -the aircraft consists of an uncrushed and the actually crushing part (of mass m and dm, respectively); -the aircraft crushes only at the cross-section adjacent to the target having the length dx and mass dm; -during the impact dx breaks down and then its velocity reduces to 0. Riera model for aircraft impact into a rigid target (adapted form [1] ).
If μ(x) and P c (x) are the distributed mass and crushing force along the length of the aircraft (x is the distance of the actually crushing cross-section measured from the original position of the nose), then the F(t) reaction force acting on the target is [1] :
Equation (1) shows that the impact force at time t depends only on the velocity of crushing and on the properties of the actually crushing cross-section of the aircraft.
Finite element (FE) model
Parallel to calculations carried out by the Riera model, ANSYS LS-DYNA analyses are also executed. LS-DYNA uses explicit dynamic analysis for solution of high velocity, large deformation, non-linear contact problems. In our models 3D SOLID164 elements and bilinear material model are used for the aircraft ( fig. 2 ) and perfectly rigid material model for the target. In the FE model elements start to yield at limit stress f c and their failure occurs when the strain reaches an ultimate value ε u . Input values for the FE model, namely the density ρ and limit stress f c of the aircraft material can be directly calculated if P c and μ are known, while ε u only appears in the FE model, so its value is determined from our previous tests [2, 3] .
Comparison of the Riera and the FE models
In order to verify the applicability of the Riera and the FE models their results are compared to those of a real-size experiment executed by Sugano et al. [4] . During this test an F4-Phantom military aircraft was accelerated to 215 m/s by the aid of a special rocket sled and crashed into a rigid concrete block that had the size of 7×7×3.66 m. High-speed cameras, accelerometers, displacement and velocity gauges were used to measure the accelerations, velocities, displacements during the impact. In order to provide frictionless motion for the target, air bearings were installed between the concrete block and its platform. It was observed that after the impact only the concrete cover was damaged at the impact zone, so little energy went into structural deformations of the target, therefore the impact force acting on the target could be simply calculated from the accelerations. From the impact force and the mass distribution of the aircraft the crushing force could be obtained by backward Riera method calculation (eqn. (1)).
In order to test the applicability of different models, an aircraft is built in LS-DYNA that has the input parameters (geometry, mass and crushing force distribution) close to those of the F4-Phantom used by Sugano ( fig. 3 ). Calculations are made by the Riera model and the FE model, for which the input parameters are the same. In fig. 4 and fig. 5 input data (distributed mass and crushing force) are represented and are compared to real aircraft data of the Phantom fighter used by Sugano. 
Effect of aircraft nose and tail
Based on our previous calculations [2, 3] it can be stated that the beginning and final part of the impact shows significant differences in the Riera and the FE model therefore the effect of nose and tail mass and rigidity has to be analysed. In order to analyse effect of nose and tail, four different models are used, in which wings and engines are not modelled for simplicity. Our models are: -model_0: hollow cylindrical missile that has constant unit mass and crushing force along the whole length; -model_1: cylindrical fuselage with nose and tail, constant density and limit stress; -model_2: cylindrical fuselage with nose and tail, limit stress of nose and tail is half of the limit stress of the fuselage; -model_3: cylindrical fuselage with nose and tail, limit stress and density of nose and tail are half of the values used for the fuselage.
The approximate fuselage, nose and tail geometry and average parameter values of the F4-Phantom introduced in the previous section are used for our calculations, and also the same impact velocity (215 m/s) is applied. The model geometry can be seen in fig. 7 and input parameters of the models are listed in Table 1 . Reaction force -time diagrams of model_0-3 are represented in fig. 8 and fig. 9 , Results of the Riera model are drawn by solid lines, while dashed lines show the moving averages of the output values of the FE model. Fig. 8 shows that if nose and tail geometry is taken into account then the Riera and the FE model results are closer to each other. If model_2 and model_3 results are compared to model_1 it is visible that density has more significant effect on the reaction force in the Riera and the FE model results, than limit stress. This result is in agreement with the fact that in eqn. (1) . the second term is dominant and the reaction force (at 215 m/s) can be 8-10 times higher than the crushing force. Riera and FE model results for model_2 and model_3 harmonise quite well, difference between peak values is around 10%, which is much smaller than in model_0 results, where the difference of maximum values is 30%.
Conclusion
This paper mainly focused on testing the applicability of the Riera-model and a finite element model for aircraft impact. After harmonising the input parameters of the models with a real-size impact test's parameters, the reaction-time functions were calculated. The results of our calculations agreed quite well with the results measured during the real test.
In the second part of our study, the effect of nose and tail was tested and it could be stated that Riera and FE model results and their differences highly depend on the properties of the nose and tail of the aircraft.
